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QUESTION 1

A data architect has a QVD file that contains data from many countries. The data architect must write a script that loads
only data from France, and make sure the reload occurs as fast as possible. 

Which script should the data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. B. C. 

D. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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One of the data sources a data architect must add for a newly developed app is an Excel spreadsheet. The Region field
only was values for the first record for the region. The data architect must perform a transformation so that each row
contains the correct Region. 

Which function should the data architect implement to resolve this issue? 

A. CrossTable 

B. IntervalMatch 

C. Above 

D. Previous 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibits. 
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A business analyst must see a currency conversion rate for any given date in a chart. The currency conversion rate data
is held in a separate table in the database and only contains a record when the rate changes. An existing master
calendar exists in the data model that contains a full set of dates. 

Which technique should the data architect use to meet this requirement? 

A. Join the calendar with the currency conversion table Order by date and use the Peek function to fill in the blank
values 

B. Use IterNo and autogenerate to create a new calendar max and min dates of the currency conversion table Force
concatenate with the master calendar 

C. Use a For loop between the start date and end date of the master calendar Use the Match function to add the
currency conversion rates to the master calendar 

D. Use IntervalMatch to load the currency conversion rate between dates the conversion changed Inner Join the
resultant table back into the master calendar 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A data architect loads order data for a global sales organization. The Order Details contains 100 million rows. The data
architect must load only the data for the North America division. 

Which WHERE clause should the data architect use in the Order Details LOAD script? 

A. WHERE Division = `North America"; 

B. WHERE Exists(OrderNum); 

C. WHERE OrderNum = [Order Header].[OrderNum]; 

D. WHERE Exists(`North America\\'); 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A chart for monthly hospital admissions and discharges incorrectly displays the month and year values on the x-axis.
The date format for the source data field "Common date" is M/D/YYYY. This format was used in a calculated field
named "Month-Year" in the data manager when the data model was first built. 

Which expression should the data architect use to fix this issue? 

A. Date (MonthsStart ([Common Date]), `MMM-YYY\\') 

B. Date (MonthStart ([Common Date]), `MMM-YYY\\') 

C. Date ([Common Date], `MMM-YYY\\') 

D. Date (InMonth([Common Date]), MMM-YYYY\\') 

Correct Answer: B 
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